
ABSTRACT

Nanoparticle:
A tiny particle that is usually
between 1 to 100 nanometers (that’s
1 billionth of a meter!). Nanoparticles
come together to form crystals!

AP7 protein: 
A special protein that’s in charge of
helping shells build up over time
using nanoparticles made out of
calcium carbonate. 

Calcium carbonate:
A type of mineral and chemical
compound that is made out of
calcium, carbon, and oxygen.

Biomineralization:
The process that living organisms,
like mollusks and sea stars, use to
produce hard materials made out of
minerals.

Assembly or nanopatterning: 
The process by which nanoparticles
come together to form a larger
structure.

Nanoporosity: 
A way to describe a structure that
has pores, or holes, inside of it.

Have you ever wondered how animals like snails and

clams, also known as mollusks, create their hard shells?

Scientists studied the shells of these creatures on a nano-

scale, by zooming into the individual particles that make

up the shell. By studying these nanoparticles, scientists

were able to identify a special protein called AP7

protein, that is in charge of helping the shell get built up

over time by nanoparticles made out of calcium

carbonate. Scientists studied the structure of the shell,

and even identified little holes, or pores, that make up the

shell!
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Figure 1: Visual of a calcite crystal

INTRODUCTION  
Minerals are hard substances that are naturally

produced by certain organisms like mollusks. Figure 2 is

a diagram of the layers of a mollusk shell. The inner part

of the mollusk shell, the nacre layer, is controlled by

multiple proteins that both make up the outer hard part



This study in particular showed that a special protein called the AP7 protein is able to

self-assemble calcium carbonate nanoparticles to construct calcite crystals and then

deposit these crystals to build up a structure. Scientists saw this process happening in

solution, which means they put the protein and the nanoparticles together in liquid,

along with existing calcium calcite crystal.

Not only can the AP7 protein stimulate the formation and breaking down of these

nanoparticles, it can also introduce new physical properties to the crystals that form as

a result. In Section A of Figure 3, we can see what the crystal structure looks like when

only the calcium carbonate nanoparticles are available, with no AP7 protein. In Sections

B and C of Figure 3, we can see what the crystal structure looks like when the protein is

available. We can observe the three-dimensional patterns that form, also called

nanopatterning. Notice that there are also “holes” in the structure—these are called the

nanopores. Nanopores are important because they help make the protein stronger by

making them less rigid.

of the shell and the gel-like layer of film over top of the shell. These two proteins work

together to make sure that the shell is tough and doesn’t fracture, or break apart.

However, because scientists don’t have a lot of information about how exactly these

proteins work together, there has been limited information about the actual

biomineralization process. Figure 2: This is a cross-

section of a mollusk's shell.

At the top is the

periostracum, which 

 contains the gel-like film

layer and is where calcite

crystals are used to develop

the shell's structure. The

nacre is located just below

the prismatic layer.

Figure 3: Section A shows a calcite crystal without any ATP. Section A shows the same crystal but with 3-

dimensional patterns forming. Section C is the same crystal but zoomed in closer to see the specific nanopatterns.



Figure 4: Here are the calcite crystals

observed under a scanning electron

microscope. The top row shows the

crystals without any AP7 added. In the

bottom row, there's AP7 added to the

crystals, which shows the voids (or pores)

forming at the bottom right corner of the

picture.

Figure 5:  Here's a better look at the

voids formed from adding AP7 to the

calcite crystals.

Instead of studying the shell formation in

mollusks directly, scientists studied the

biomineralization process in vitro,

which means they studied it in a petri

dish. They were able to observe the

three-dimensional structures using a

special tool called an electron

microscope. Electron microscopes are

extremely powerful tools that can shoot

electrons at an object and record

information about the shape of the

object based on the electrons that

bounce back. Scientists needed to use

the electron microscope because these

crystal structures are extremely tiny—

between 30 to 300 nanometers.

Figures 4 and 5, which were produced

using a scanning electron microscope,

show that the AP7 protein results in the

unique layers of nanoparticles and the

“voids,” or pores that are left between

the nanoparticles.

How did scientists know that this protein

was actually involved? They used

another special tool called x-ray

microanalysis. In x-ray microanalysis,

scientists are able to send a beam of

electrons to a specific location. X-rays

will bounce back, and scientists can

detect these x-rays and interpret them 

EXPERIMENTAL  DESIGN

to figure out which specific elements

are located in that location. The AP7

protein has high sulphur content, and

the x-ray microanalysis confirmed that

there were high levels of sulphur in the

calcite crystal surface.



Finally, scientists looked at the biomineralization process over the period of one

hour. They were able to observe the initial deposition of some nanoparticles after

one minute. After five minutes, they saw ordered patterns of nanoparticles

covering the calcite crystal surface. Finally, after fifteen minutes, they started to

see familiar patterns of nanoparticle deposition and holes! We can see here that

biomineralization is actually a short and cool process!

DISCUSSION
The study of biomineralization provided us an alternative perspective on the

way we view relationships between minerals and living things. Mollusks do

indeed interact with minerals for their own benefit, including using AP7

protein to create rigid and strong shells for protection. 

These observations are important not only to help us understand how shell

formation works in nature, but also have important applications in

engineering! By understanding how these crystal mineralization processes

work, scientists and engineers can develop nanoparticle coatings for devices

and sensors.

Scientists can also use biomineralization to make synthetic bone implants.

These are safer to use compared to implants made out of metal.

Another interesting research area that scientists could explore is the study of

the pores that are left behind in the shell. 

We know that these holes are extremely important to make sure that even

hard materials are flexible enough to withstand any outside pressures or

forces, but what is preventing the holes from being filled up? 

How does nature make sure these holes are intact? The answer might have

something to do with the AP7 protein, but we just don’t know yet.

Adapted by William Rhee from The Intrinsically Disordered C‐RING Biomineralization Protein, AP7,
Creates Protein Phases That Introduce Nanopatterning and Nanoporosities into Mineral Crystals by
Eric P. Chang et al., Biochemistry, 2014.


